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Introduction
This unit of competency describes the outcomes required to maintain engine or electrically operated hand-held
chainsaws. It includes sharpening chains and completing routine and frequently required service requirements as
well as periodic servicing. Work is completed in a variety of work settings including a forest environment,
agricultural, workshop, arboretum and horticultural settings.
The unit applies to chainsaw operators.
This learner guide covers the following aspects of chainsaw operations:
Safety
Equipment
Maintenance
A professional chainsaw operator should:
Have a keen sense of safety
Care for equipment (i.e. carry out regular maintenance)
Have a sense of responsibility towards the environment
Plan ahead
Work at a steady pace
Concentrate at all times when involved in chainsaw operations
Use sound, low risk techniques.
To achieve the above, the operator must be trained, practised and kept up-to-date with appropriate current
developments.
All chainsaw operations undertaken, are conducted in accordance with the following legislation:
Commonwealth / State
Work Health and Safety Act 2011
Workplace Health and Safety Regulation 2008
Safety & rescue equipment
First aid regulations
Provision of first aid
Site safety
Provision
of
personal
protective
Australian Standards
equipment
The standards applicable to chainsaw operations are:
Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995
AS 2726.1 – 1995 Chainsaws – Safety
The use of personal protective equipment
Requirements – General Use
Operating equipment in accordance to
AS 2727 – 1997 Chainsaws – Guide to Safe
organisational procedures
Working Practices
Provision of safe working practices and
conditions
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Chainsaw Safety
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
The basic range of equipment that is considered essential for safe, efficient chainsaw operations are detailed below:
High visibility clothing –Long sleeve. Shirts and long trousers.
Hard hat/helmet – Helmets must be worn at all times when involved in chainsaw operations.
Ear muffs/hearing protection – All persons engaged in chainsaw operations must wear hearing protection
where exposure to noise exceeds the regulatory limits. Where practicable hearing protection devices should
be attached to a helmet in such a manner that they will not catch on branches or other objects.
Eye protection – A mesh visor or safety glasses must be worn at all times during chainsaw operations. The
mesh visor attached to a safety helmet to protect from large chips and pieces of wood dislodged while
cutting and safety glasses to protect from the finer dust which will penetrate the mesh visor.
Protective footwear – protective footwear must be worn by any person while engaged in chainsaw
operations, issued boots with strong ankle support and a deep non-slip tread are to be worn during
chainsaw / Pole Saw operations. Protective footwear should be replaced when it no longer provides the
protection intended.
Leg protection – protective clothing must be worn by any person exposed to risk of injury from accidentally
touching the legs with a chainsaw. Chainsaw chaps should be worn at all times a risk exists. They should be
replaces when they no longer provide full protection.
Safety gloves – Gloves should be worn by any person requiring hand protection, eg, persons engaged in
chainsaw / Pole Saw operations carried out in cold or wet conditions and when removing fallen or cut
branches to keep the operator’s area clear.
It is the responsibility of all personnel involved in chainsaw operations to ensure that personal protective equipment
is maintained and in safe working order.

Safety
The use of a chainsaw in the hands of an incompetent person can be very dangerous. Before attempting to use a
chainsaw you should have completed an approved course of instruction. Before using any chainsaw you should
thoroughly read the owner’s manual to ensure you are familiar with all aspects of the particular saw.
Once fully trained in chainsaw operation, the best protection against accidents is combining knowledge and common
sense.
Chainsaws are tools which expose the operator to:
Noise
Fatigue
Heat
Dust
Vibration
Fumes
Operators use chainsaws with the risks of occupational hazards such as:
Falling limbs and branches
Eye injuries
Industrial deafness
Foot injuries
Back injuries
Kick-back
Reynaud’s phenomenon (white fingers)
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Plant and Equipment Guards
Operating machinery, tools and equipment is an everyday occurrence on construction sites. These tools assist with
productivity and efficiency ensuring tasks are completed on time and within requirements. You should never
become complacent when operating equipment or tools. No matter what type of equipment you are required to
use, each item should be checked for damage or defects before it is operated.
Most tools, plant, machinery and equipment have protective guards. These are an important safety feature. Always
check the safety or protective guards before operating the equipment and during work. If protective guard is
damaged or broken, do not use the item and notify the site supervisor as soon as possible. Where appropriate, tag
the machine out of service and inform your supervisor and other workers. Follow the workplace procedures for
reporting damaged equipment.
It is an offence to modify, disable or remove a protective guard or safety mechanism from a machine or equipment.
In the event of an accident investigation from Work Cover, where it is proven that a protective guard or safety
mechanism has been tampered with, the person responsible, supervisors and management all face fines. If the
offence leads to the death of a worker, very large penalties and possible imprisonment apply.
All equipment must be used in accordance with manufacturers’ requirements and directions. International or
Australian design standards and requirements must be adhered to. These requirements outline how the equipment
must be used and the types of work activity the item is suitable for. If it is necessary to modify machinery, it must be
done by an authorised organisation or person. This ensures the item is tested for safety with certification issued
those details the changes. Any changes or modifications must meet the requirements of the relevant design
standard, industry codes of practice, state and federal legislation.

Other Items of Equipment
There are various other items of equipment that you may need to carry, depending on
where you’re working and what sort of work you’re doing.
In the forest, you’ll need:
Hand tools – such as files, spanner, depth gauge, etc.
Fuel and oil – sufficient quantity to cover the day’s work
Wedges – for stopping a cut from closing up on the saw
First aid kit – stocked with suitable supplies
In remote areas, forest owners generally require all personnel to carry a UHF radio,
to stay in contact with other people in the area while they’re working. But generally
speaking, the best advice for working in a remote area is:
Don’t work alone
Have a vehicle on hand, so you can get out of the forest in an emergency
Have a system in place for regular checks to be made on you, either by radio
or in person.

Legislation and Regulation
In general, the policies and procedures you are asked to follow at work will make provision for the laws and
regulations that apply to your job.
But it’s worth keeping in mind that some laws go beyond the obligations placed on the company, and extend directly
to everyone working on-site. This means that if you do the wrong thing, it’s not just the company that will be in
trouble – you might end up being prosecuted personally.
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Safety Laws
Depending on the state or territory you are in, your rights and responsibilities for safety will be
determined by the national Work Health and Safety (WHS) Act or the state-based Occupational
Health and Safety (OHS) Act.
The Act gives you the right to raise any safety problems with your boss or supervisor and have them
taken seriously.
For example, if you think that something you’ve been asked to do is unsafe, you have every right to
go to your boss and sort out the problem before anyone gets hurt.
The Act also imposes certain responsibilities on you, such as the responsibility to abide by the
company’s safety policies and procedures and to report any hazards that you notice.
You also have a ‘duty of care’ towards others in the workplace, which means that you must take
reasonable care of the health and safety of anyone who might be affected by your actions.

Manufacturer’s Guidelines and Specifications
These specifications will vary with the types of machinery, tools and equipment that
will be used. Manufacturers’ guidelines for the safe and effective use, servicing and
maintenance (including cleaning) of equipment will be referred to in site procedures
and operation manuals. They could include:
Pre-start checklists for machinery or
Vehicle operations manuals; and
equipment;
Vehicle specifications, e.g. operating limits
Service requirements;

Obtain and Apply Work Instructions
Work instructions, i.e. requirements and procedures detailing how a task or job is to be completed, will need to be
obtained before work operations can start.
If you are unsure or need to clarify any work instructions, confirm them with appropriate personnel/workers (such as
your Supervisor) and apply them while in the workplace. Make sure work instructions, including plans,
specifications, quality requirements and operational details comply with the appropriate standards, rules,
regulations and enterprise requirements.
You may also need to obtain permits from the relevant authorised personnel/workers when operating equipment or
machinery in some worksites, carrying out hazardous tasks or driving machinery on a public road.

Environmental Laws
Each state and territory has its own environmental legislation. These laws and regulations are policed by the
Environment Protection Authority (EPA), or its equivalent body.
All businesses have a legal obligation to look after the environment when they carry out their work. Under the law
this is called showing ‘due diligence’. Due diligence in environmental care means that you need to:
Prevent pollution from occurring – by taking all reasonable steps necessary – such as by disposing of fuel, oil
and cleaning fluids properly
Prevent environmental damage – by minimising your impact on the surrounding area – such as by following
harvesting plans carefully and minimising erosion and other damage caused by vehicles or heavy machinery
Prevent incidents from developing – by doing everything that could be reasonably expected of you under
the circumstances – such as by cleaning up spills quickly, before they have a chance to run into the local
waterway.
Implement control measures – to minimise risks, and regularly check that they are in place and doing what
they are supposed to do – such as by making sure that fuel and other hazardous liquids are stored properly
in a secure area.
The law states that if pollution occurs when you’re doing something and it threatens or harms the environment, you
must tell the EPA or the local council as soon as you can.
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Environmental Protection Measures
Environmental Protection Measures you must be aware of and follow when felling trees:
Native vegetation: Native vegetation is defined as ‘plants that are indigenous to the State, including trees,
shrubs, herbs and grasses’. A planning permit is required to remove native plants that meet this definition,
unless an exemption applies.
Soil and water: The maximum level of damaged soil in any coupe, sub-coupe or feller's block shall not
exceed certain specified limits at the completion of extraction. Damaged soil is defined as soil which has
been subject to any of the following: (a) the A soil horizon (topsoil) removed; (b) the A soil horizon (topsoil)
mixed with the B soil horizon (sub-soil usually containing clay); (c) severe compaction (normally meaning
compaction which will affect germination or plant growth). A chainsaw operator shall take any special
measures prescribed for the protection of water purity in water courses in or adjacent to forest areas in
which the work is taking place.
Heritage and archeological artefacts: Archaeology is the study of the past through an examination of the
physical evidence left behind by previous generations. This physical evidence can include personal
possessions, such as coins or clothing items; structures, such as the ruins of residences or wharfs;
infrastructure such as drainage or mining equipment; shipwrecks; and aircraft wrecks. Archaeological
heritage can be found above, on, or below the land surface, or in State waters. When performing chainsaw
operations, you must report any artefacts discovered.
Flora and fauna: The legislation protecting Queensland’s native plants provides a simple and effective
framework that allows the Queensland Government to focus on addressing the impacts of high risk activities
on the conservation of Queensland’s native plants (e.g. clearing of threatened native plant species) while
streamlining and simplifying the regulation of low risk and sustainable activities that pose a minimal risk to
protected plants. In Queensland, all plants that are native to Australia are protected plants under the
Nature Conservation Act 1992 to prevent whole plants or protected plant parts from being illegally removed
from the wild or illegally traded. Clearing, growing, harvesting and trading of protected plants in Queensland
is regulated by the Nature Conservation (Wildlife Management) Regulation 2006.
Geomorphologic features: Geomorphology is an area of geology concerned with the study of landforms,
with the forces and processes that have shaped them, and with the description and classification of various
physical features on Earth.
Landscape: The landscape is everything you can see when you look across an area of land, including hills,
rivers, buildings, trees, and plants.
External site pollution: “Pollution is the introduction of contaminants into the environment that cause harm
or discomfort to humans or other living organisms, or that damage the environment” which can come “in
the form of chemical substances, or energy such as noise, heat or light”.
Recreational opportunities: Outdoor recreation activities have been defined as those activities that:
are undertaken outside the confines of buildings (ie, in the outdoors); and
can be undertaken without the existence of any built facility or infrastructure; and
may require large areas of land, water and/or air; and
may require outdoor areas of predominantly unmodified natural landscape.
Regeneration opportunities: Ecological restoration describes the practice of helping an ecosystem recover
from damage or degradation and restoring it to its pre-existing state. Ecological restoration helps reinstate
the structure and function of vegetation at a site and, where possible, facilitates natural processes of
regeneration.
Cleaning plant, tools and equipment: Always take care of the environment and follow your workplace
policies and procedures on clean-up in relation to the environment. Ensure the cleaning equipment /
products are suited to the task, environment and the user. Don't spread the problem (e.g. paper-towel
instead of wet mop for small spill, or 'spill-kit' materials for oil leaks, spill stations where resources are kept
etc.); and include barriers and signs to keep people off any wet areas if 'clean-to-dry' is not possible.
Disposing of, recycling and reusing timber and other waste: Always follow the SDS for the disposal of any
product, recycle and reuse where appropriate.
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Environmental Conditions
Key features of these varying environmental conditions and their effects on advanced tree felling activities:
General forest lean: How trees have been leaning
for much of their life. You can see sweep
(curvature) of the stem, or maybe even a crook,
where the tree corrected the lean. The upper stem
is vertical, not leaning. There is no evidence of
recent change, such as soil/root plate movement,
cracking or stress bending of the stem. Sometimes
natural leans can increase slowly over time as the
weight of the stem increases.

removal of all canopy trees, seedlings and saplings
will increase the opportunities for weed invasion
and slow the recovery of the ecosystem.
Restoration will be most difficult when disturbance
also removes soil seed stores and the soil
organisms.
Water courses: A watercourse is defined as any
channel through which water flows. Watercourses
can be natural or man-made, open on the surface
or enclosed underground (such as in a culvert).
Watercourses occur naturally, they serve to drain
the land and assist in supporting animal and flower
life.

Ground growth: General term for vegetation on
the ground, such as grass, slash stumps, roots,
weeds, moss, plant, and stones etc.
Ground hazards and obstacles: Slip, trip and fall
obstacles such as roots, rocks, soft / uneven
ground etc.

Wet and adverse weather conditions (including
wind speed and direction): Always refer to your
Supervisor or workplace policies and procedures.
Operating when conditions are excessively wet,
causes extreme damage to soil and water. It is also
inefficient and often dangerous. Areas most likely
to be workable in wet weather are those with less
than 25% slope on stable soil types. Felling should
cease when:

Ground slope: A slope is the rise or fall of the land
surface.
Gullies: A gully is a landform created by running
water, eroding sharply into soil, typically on a
hillside. Gullies resemble large ditches or small
valleys, but are metres to tens of metres in depth
and width.

wind strength prevents accurate and safe
directional felling;

Presence and density of seed and habitat trees:
The capacity of a site to recover from clearing will
depend on the intensity of the initial disturbance.
Small gaps produced by the removal of individual
canopy trees tend to be rapidly filled by rainforest
species. If fallen trees and tree stumps survive the
disturbance, many of these will regenerate by
producing root suckers and coppice shoots. The

ground conditions are too slippery to allow
the chainsaw operator to move safely and
quickly away from the falling tree;
rivers are too low in the dry season to permit
water transport of logs.

Handling Hazardous Liquids
Fuel, oil and cleaning fluids can be very damaging to the environment if they’re allowed to escape.
Below are a few guidelines on how to store, use and handle these hazardous liquids.
1. Store all fluids in approved containers - with the lids firmly sealed when you’re not using them.
2. Use a container with a good spout - or use a funnel so you don’t spill any liquid while you’re pouring.
3. Dispose of hazardous liquids properly – don’t tip them on the ground or pour them down the sink or into a
stormwater drain. This is how creeks and rivers get contaminated, and it can have a devastating effect on
the local plant and animal life. Instead, put the liquids / fuel / oils into containers and have them taken to a
waste disposal depot.
4. Avoid skin contact – fuel, oil and cleaning liquids can cause dermatitis and other conditions, including skin
cancer, so be careful to wash them off straight away if you get them on your skin.
If you find yourself coming in to regular contact with these substances, make sure you wear gloves while you’re
using them.
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Safety Data Sheets (SDS)
SDS contain information about dangerous substances such as hazardous chemicals. They should include information
such as:
Manufacturer’s/importer’s details;
Environmental protection requirements;
Specific uses and limitations; and
Chemical ingredients and physical properties;
Hazards and hazard control measures;
Storage and disposal.
Safe handling requirements;

Safe Work Method Statement (SWMS)
A Safe Work Method Statement (SWMS) details how specific hazards and risks, related to
the task they are completing, will be managed and is developed by the employer/PCBU for
their employees/workers or by a sub-contractor.
A SWMS fulfills the following objectives:
Outline a safe method of work for a specific job;
Provide an induction document that workers must read and understand before
starting the job;
Assist in meeting legal responsibilities for the risk management process, hazard identification, risk
assessment and risk control;
Assist in effectively coordinating the work, the materials required, the time required and the people involved
to achieve a safe and efficient outcome; and
Act as a quality assurance tool.
Please see an example template of a Safe Work Method Statement attached as Appendix C to this Learner Guide.

Job Safety Analysis (JSA)
A job safety analysis is a procedure which helps integrate accepted safety and health principles and practices into a
particular task or job operation. In a JSA, each basic step of the job is to identify potential hazards and to recommend
the safest way to do the job.
Please see an example template of a Job Safety Analysis attached as Appendix D to this Learner Guide.

Communication
All personnel/workers on site must understand their role and the role of others before commencing work, and
during the work process. Coordinating requirements with the appropriate personnel/workers is important to
ensuring that the worksite operates efficiently, effectively and safely. It also ensures compliance with OHS/WHS and
site requirements and instructions.
Relevant site personnel/workers you may have to coordinate and communicate with could include:
Maintenance personnel/workers;

Service vehicle operators;
Crane and float operators;
External contractors;
Internal and external inspectors;
Supervisors,
environmental
OHS/WHS officers, QA officers;
Site visitors; and
Training officers and assessors

Machinery operators;
Mobile plant operators;
Yard persons;
Laboratory personnel/workers;
Haulage unit operators;
Processing plant operators;
Water truck operators;
Mechanics, auto electricians, repair staff;
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Communication, both written and verbal, is essential to the planning
and coordination of activities.
It needs to be a two-way process with both sides being prepared to
speak and listen to share ideas on how to effectively achieve the
outcomes needed. Each worksite will have specific communication
procedures to be followed.
If you are unsure about your site’s procedures, speak with your
supervisor. Good coordination can eliminate or minimise the risks of
accidents or incidents.
When using a chainsaw, forms of communication other than two-way
radios, mobile phones, and written documentation, can include the
following:
Signs, Symbols and Barricades
To isolate the area from other personnel and staff; to ensure everyone is aware of chainsaw operations in
progress. Safety zones and exclusion areas can be created with isolation techniques such as signs and
barriers / barricades.
Audible Signals and Alarms
Having loud signals and alarms that can be heard over the sound of pole saw engines are practical for
emergency alarms.
Hand Signals, Flagmen, Offsiders and Spotters
Using hand signals to communicate with other staff and team members to notify of hazards or emergencies
and general pole saw communication.

Inspect and Prepare Work Area
The work area will need to be inspected and prepared according to the appropriate policies and procedures,
including site health and safety procedures, quality requirements and equipment safety procedures. This inspection
and preparation should be carried out in consultation with other relevant personnel/workers on site. This will
ensure that everyone is aware of what will be done as well as when and why.

Inspecting the Work Area
Common factors associated with workplace inspection and preparation include:
Applying risk management techniques;
Identification of hazards;
Selection and implementation of control measures for the hazards
identified, such as signs, barricades and personal protective equipment that
you have to inspect and ensure fits prior to operating a pole saw in the
planning stages of the job;
Selection of appropriate pole saw equipment to ensure personnel/workers
safety and protection (you must ensure that the pole saw is in a good
working order, fit for the purpose of the job and the length of the pole is
suitable); and
Safeguarding site and non-site personnel/workers.
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Workplace Emergencies
Construction site emergencies may include:
Fire.
Gas leak.
Toxic and/or flammable vapours emission.
Vehicle/machine accident.

Chemical spill.
Injury to personnel/workers.
Structural collapse.

DIAL ‘000’ IF THERE IS AN EMERGENCY.

Emergency Response
In the case of an emergency:
Remain calm.
Raise the alarm with WHS personnel, your
supervisor and/or first aid officer.

Get help from emergency services (Dial 000).
Evacuate if necessary (refer to site emergency
plans).

Sample Evacuation Procedure
The purpose of an evacuation procedure or emergency plan is to prevent panic, poor judgement under pressure and
breakdown of normal authority and communication. The following is an example of an evacuation procedure:
Prepare to evacuate when the alarm is raised
Leave the work area via the nearest safe
or when directed by a warden.
route.
Leave your worksite in a safe condition.
Follow all directions from wardens and
emergency services personnel.
Close the doors if there is a fire – DO NOT lock
them.
Move calmly to the nearest assembly point.
Help anyone in immediate danger.
Wait for the all-clear before returning to the work area.

First Aid Response
During and after a workplace emergency, first aid may need to be
administered to individuals who have been affected.
First aid should only be provided by a trained and authorised person.
Each work site will have first aid officers who will need to be informed of
any injury that requires first aid care. Workers must know how to
contact a first aider and access a first aid kit.
It is important that you know how to respond to any first aid situation. If
you do not have first aid training you can still assist by carrying out the
following procedures:
1. Checking the immediate area for any danger – before approaching any injured person check the area to
make sure you are not putting yourself in any danger.
2. Checking the condition of the person – are they conscious or unconscious? Are they burned, bleeding or
suffering some other kind of immediately identifiable injury?
Sending for help – this should be done as soon as possible. Get in contact with the site first aid officer or if need be,
call 000 and request an ambulance.
When operating a chainsaw and tree felling, you could require emergency first aid for cuts, burns, insect and
snake bites etc. Your first aid kit should include the following: ten 4” x 4” gauze pads; two 8” x 10” gauze
compresses; 16 adhesive bandages; two 2” wide rolls of gauze bandage; two triangular bandages; 10
antiseptic towelettes; scissors; two rescue blankets; tweezers; antihistamine cream, one roll of adhesive tape;
latex gloves; EpiPen, one CPR mask; two elastic bandages; one tourniquet; 12 diphenhydramine Caps; splint; a
writing pad and marker; and complete instructions for requesting emergency assistance.
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When speaking on the phone, try your best to maintain your composure, speak clearly to the telephone operator
and try to answer all the questions as best you can. There are situations where it maybe necessary to request the
use of a bystander’s mobile phone to make the emergency call. When calling emergency services (Dial 000) let the
operator know the following details:
1. Where the emergency is.
2. What has happened.
Do not hang up the phone until you
3. Are there any injuries.
have been given instructions on
4. What is being done to solve the emergency.
how to proceed.
5. Your name.
6. Who has been contacted.
See Appendix B for a copy of the Australian Resuscitation
Council (ARC) Basic Life Support Poster.

Fires
Fires are one of many hazards that you might encounter when performing chainsaw operations. Fighting fires
requires specialist, practical hands on training and the requirements for this training varies from state to state.
You can find the information about first response firefighting from your state or local fire control board.
There are different types of fires such as electrical, chemical, gas, mechanical, paper, wood or natural fire. Each of
these fires is named and categorised by the type of materials that are involved. Knowing the type of fire allows you
to select the correct firefighting equipment, if you are responsible for controlling or fighting the fire.
There is an extensive range of firefighting equipment available for workplaces. This equipment includes:
Fire extinguishers- used to put fires out

Fire blankets- used to smother fire

Fire hydrants and hoses- provided and carry water
to the fire

Breathing apparatus- this is specialist equipment
that needs specialist training; don’t attempt to use
this equipment unless you have been trained to do
so

Fire or water tankers- multipurpose water tankers
are regularly used to carry water to the fire

The following example shows example shows firefighting equipment used in workplaces.
Fire blankets are used for small, contained fires.

Fire hoses are used only for substances that ban be
extinguished with water.

Fire extinguishers are used based on the type of materials.

Water trucks or tankers might be available on the worksite to
fight large fires.

Emergency services must be contacted for fire control where
the fire is beyond your skills and abilities.
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Fire Extinguishers
Fire extinguishers are used to fight small, contained fires. They should not be
When working in the forestry
used to attempt control of a large or uncontained fire. If you encounter a large
industry, you should have a
or uncontained fire, evacuate the area, notify emergency services and your
Class A Fire Extinguisher
emergency control organisation or team within the worksite.
(wood) and a Class B Fire
Small contained fires can be fought with a fire extinguisher if you believe it is Extinguisher (petrol) on your
safe to do so and you have the training or knowledge to fight the fire. You must work site.
read and understand the instructions on the fire extinguisher before using it.
Fire extinguishers manufactured after 1997 are red with a colour coded band. These bands indicate the type of
materials or type of fire that the extinguisher is designed to put out. Fire extinguishers manufactured before 1997
are different colours that signify using them for different materials. All extinguishers need to comply with Australian
Standard AS 2444 Portable fire extinguishers and fire blankets- selection and location.

Tips on using a Fire Extinguisher
Only fight the fire if it is safe to do so and you have the training to do so
Keep watch of the fire at all times. If it starts to spread, leave the area and call for assistance
Read the label and use the correct extinguisher for the type of fire
Prepare the extinguisher at the base of the fire.
Aim the extinguisher at the base of the fire
Squeeze the extinguisher
Sweep the extinguisher from side to side until the fire is out, the extinguisher is empty or it is no longer safe
to continue to fight the fire
Watch the fire for signs of re-ignition
If you cannot control the fire, call for emergency assistance immediately
Another way to remember the key steps for using a fire extinguisher is to think of the word PASS:
P- Pull the pin or other release mechanism
A- Aim low. Aim at the base or source of the fire
S- Squeeze the trigger
S- Sweep the extinguisher from side to side

Manual Handling
It is important to practice good manual handling techniques in any work place, even if the load you are carrying or
lifting is not heavy, doing a task frequently can cause injury to yourself. Some ways to prevent a manual handling
injury are as follows:
Use a mechanical aid to help lift such as a trolley, or wheelbarrow.
Use correct posture when lifting.
Asking co-workers to help in a team lift.

Fatigue
Fatigue is a feeling of constant tiredness or weakness and can be physical, mental or a combination of both. It can
affect anyone, and most adults will experience fatigue at some point in their life.
Although fatigue is sometimes described as tiredness, it is different to just feeling tired or sleepy. Everyone feels
tired at some point, but this is usually resolved with a nap or a few nights of good sleep. Someone who is sleepy may
also feel temporarily refreshed after exercising.
If you are getting enough sleep, good nutrition and exercising regularly but still find it hard to perform everyday
activities, concentrate or be motivated at your normal levels, you may be experiencing fatigue that needs further
investigation.
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Symptoms of Fatigue
Fatigue can cause a vast range of other physical, mental and emotional symptoms including:
chronic tiredness or sleepiness
appetite loss
headache
reduced immune system function
blurry vision
dizziness
sore or aching muscles
short-term memory problems
poor concentration
muscle weakness
slowed reflexes and responses
hallucinations
impaired decision-making and judgement
reduced ability to pay attention to the
situation at hand
moodiness, such as irritability
low motivation.
impaired hand-to-eye coordination

Workplace-Related Causes of Fatigue
Common workplace issues that can cause fatigue include:
Shift work – the human body is designed to sleep
during the night. This pattern is set by a small part
of the brain known as the circadian clock. A shift
worker confuses their circadian clock by working
when their body is programmed to be asleep.
Poor workplace practices – can add to a person’s
level of fatigue. These may include long work hours,
hard physical labour, irregular working hours (such
as rotating shifts), a stressful work environment (such as excessive noise or temperature extremes),
boredom, working alone with little or no interaction with others, or fixed concentration on a repetitive task.
Workplace stress – can be caused by a wide range of factors including job dissatisfaction, heavy workload,
conflicts with bosses or colleagues, bullying, constant change, or threats to job security.
Burnout – can be described as striving too hard in one area of life while neglecting everything else.
‘Workaholics’, for example, put all their energies into their career, which puts their family life, social life and
personal interests out of balance.
Unemployment – financial pressures, feelings of failure or guilt, and the emotional exhaustion of prolonged
job hunting can lead to stress, anxiety, depression and fatigue.

Treating Fatigue
Fatigue is a symptom –something you can feel and describe – not a condition or disease. To reduce your fatigue you
first need to understand what the underlying reasons for your fatigue are.
If fatigue is having a negative effect on your quality of life, or causing
you distress, then consider speaking with a health professional. By
asking questions, they will help you work out why you are experiencing
fatigue, and offer some suggestions on how to find relief.
If necessary, your doctor might suggest certain medical tests if there is
a reasonable chance the cause of your fatigue may be an undiagnosed
medical issue (for example, anemia or thyroid dysfunction).
Fortunately, for most people fatigue will get better over time on its
own or with some simple and practical lifestyle changes.
If a co worker or someone in the work place is showing signs and
symptoms of fatigue, get them to rest by sitting them down, inform your supervisor, and seek medical advice
immediately.
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Risk Assessment
A good way of ensuring that you’ve taken everything into account before you start a job is
to carry out a risk assessment of the area you’ll be working in.
The purpose of a risk assessment is to:
Identify any hazards
Assess the risk of each hazard causing an accident or injury
Control the risk, either by removing the hazard or minimising its effect.
Below is a simple example of a risk assessment checklist you might follow before starting
any task and regularly throughout your days’ work in the forest.
1.

Overhead hazards – are there any overhead hazards, such as dead branches, widow makers or dead-topped trees?

2.

Manual handling hazards – are there heavy objects that need to be moved or carried, awkward locations or other
manual handling hazards?

3.

Slips, trips and falls – are there any holes, wet ground, covered or hidden obstacles, unstable rocks, steep slopes or
drop-offs?

4.

Cut and lacerations – are the any sharp branches at eye level, rock protrusions or other hazards that might cause cuts
or lacerations?

5.

Other workers in the area – are there other workers in the area or machines operating nearby that might come close
enough to cause a hazard?

6.

Weather conditions and fire risk – are the current or predicted weather conditions likely to pose a risk while working
(e.g. winds, storms, excessive temperatures, extreme fire danger)?

7.

Falling limbs and branches – Always wear a safety helmet. Do not enter an area where trees have been damaged by
severe winds until a hazard assessment has been undertaken. Keep a sharp watch for hanging limbs etc.

8.

Eye injuries – Wear a mesh visor attached to a safety helmet to protect from large chips and pieces of wood dislodged
while cutting and safety glasses protect from the finer dust which will penetrate the mesh visor.

9.

Industrial deafness – Hearing can be seriously impaired by the noise of a chain saw. Wear ear protection. Remember a
hearing aid will not overcome high frequency hearing loss.

10. Foot injuries – Wear safety boots or similar with a deep patterned sole and adequate ankle support.
11. Back injuries – Use correct lifting techniques. Seek assistance when lifting heavy or awkward objects.
12. Kick-back danger – Inspect the chain brake regularly. Do not operate the saw if the brake is not functioning correctly.
13. Hand protection – The wearing of gloves for chainsaw operators is optional. Operators are to undertake a risk
assessment to identify if there is a need for them to wear or not wear gloves while using the chainsaw. Gloves must be
worn if cut branches and debris needs to be removed during chainsaw operations. In cold conditions operators should
wear gloves to protect themselves from Reynaud’s phenomenon.
14. Reynaud’s phenomenon (white fingers) – This is caused by vibration and mainly occurs in cold climates. Initially a
tingling sensation occurs in the tips of the fingers, finally becoming white and numb. Keep hands warm and ensure the
saw’s anti-vibration mounts are in good condition.
15. Safety distance – Keep public and other you at a safe distance from the area where you are working. Be aware of
people around you and do not operate the saw unless others are able to keep away at a safe distance.
16. Hand tools – Keep cutting edges covered when not in use. Replace damaged handles. Do not use wedges with burred
heads.
17. Other considerations:
Take extra care when using a chainsaw in wet or windy conditions.
In hot dry conditions consider potential risk of fire and have appropriate fire protection available.
Be aware of fumes when operating a chainsaw in areas of poor ventilation.
Be aware of wire, nails, bolts, etc that may be in or around wood or trees.

Warning Note:
Be aware of fallen power lines. They may be concealed by foliage or on the ground.
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Protection from Occupational Hazards
Falling limbs and branches – Always wear a safety helmet. Do not enter an area where trees have been damaged by
severe winds until a hazard assessment has been undertaken. Keep a sharp watch for hanging limbs etc.
Eye injuries – Wear a mesh visor attached to a safety helmet to protect from large chips and pieces of wood
dislodged while cutting and safety glasses protect from the finer dust which will penetrate the mesh visor.
Industrial deafness – Hearing can be seriously impaired by the noise of a chain saw. Wear ear protection. Remember
a hearing aid will not overcome high frequency hearing loss.
Foot injuries – Wear safety boots or similar with a deep patterned sole and adequate ankle support.
Back injuries – Use correct lifting techniques. Seek assistance when lifting heavy or awkward objects.
Kick-back danger – Inspect the chain brake regularly. Do not operate the saw if the brake is not functioning
correctly.
Hand protection – The wearing of gloves for chainsaw operators is optional. Operators are to undertake a risk
assessment to identify if there is a need for them to wear or not wear gloves while using the chainsaw. Gloves must
be worn if cut branches and debris needs to be removed during chainsaw operations. In cold conditions operators
should wear gloves to protect themselves from Reynaud’s phenomenon.
Reynaud’s phenomenon (white fingers) – This is caused by vibration and mainly occurs in cold climates. Initially a
tingling sensation occurs in the tips of the fingers, finally becoming white and numb. Keep hands warm and ensure
the saw’s anti-vibration mounts are in good condition.
Safety distance – Keep public and other you at a safe distance from the area where you are working. Be aware of
people around you and do not operate the saw unless others are able to keep away at a safe distance.
Hand tools – Keep cutting edges covered when not in use. Replace damaged handles. Do not use wedges with
burred heads.
Other considerations:
Take extra care when using a chainsaw in wet or windy conditions.
In hot dry conditions consider potential risk of fire and have appropriate fire protection available.
Be aware of fumes when
Warning Note
operating a chainsaw in
areas of poor ventilation.
Be aware of fallen power lines. They may be concealed by
Be aware of wire, nails, bolts,
foliage or on the ground.
etc. that may be in or around
wood or trees.

Dos and Don’ts of Chainsaw
Do’s
For the sake of safety and efficiency, do:
Think before you act
Think safety
Plan ahead
Clear the work area
Use PPE
Start the saw correctly
Hold the saw firmly with both hands with your
thumb wrapped around the front handle
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Don’ts
For the sake of safety and efficiency, don’t:
Start the saw at the place of refuelling (move
away at least 4 metres before starting)
Smoke around fuel/oil
Refuel with the engine running
Touch the chain when the motor is running

Cut with a loos or dull chain
Wave a running saw around
Approach a person operating a chainsaw,
especially from behind
Work by yourself
Allow a running chain to contact dirt or rocks.

Chainsaw Design and Components
To reduce the hazards involved in the use of chainsaws, the designers have continued to develop and improve the
safety of chainsaws. In many cases the improvements have preceded and have set higher standards than those
imposed by regulatory organisations.
Safety features included in chainsaws are:
Chain catchers
Rear hand guards
Throttle lockouts
Chain brakes
Safety saw chains, low kick-back chains
Low inertia starters
Front hand guard – normally incorporates the chain brake
Anti-vibration mountings
Exhaust covers
Control positioning
Clutch disengagement
Wood chip discharger
Vibration has been reduced by changing the position and angle of the guide bar, the inclusion of inertia-activated
chain brakes and noise reduction by better exhaust design.
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Chainsaw Components
The main components of the chainsaw are:
The power head
The guide bar
The chain

Description and function of the components
Figure 3.1 Components of a chainsaw

1. Stop switch/throttle lock and choke In most modern chainsaws these three functions have been combined into
the one switch (check the operators manual of the saw you are using).
Stop switch – this is an earthing switch which takes the low current directly from the coil to the earth, when
it’s in the ‘OFF’ position.
Throttle lock – The throttle lock is used for starting a cold engine and locks the throttle partially open.
Choke – the choke is fundamentally the same on a chainsaw as on any motor that uses a carburettor. It
restricts the flow of air through the carburettor with the result that a richer than normal fuel to air mixture
enters the combustion chamber. Its prime use is to assist in starting the motor when cold
2. Throttle trigger – the throttle trigger on a chainsaw serves the same purpose as the accelerator of a car – it
controls the speed of the motor.
3. Safety interlock – the safety interlock is another trigger located in the handle, which must be depressed before
the throttle trigger will operate. Its purpose is to prevent accidental throttle opening.
4. Starter – the starter fitted to most chainsaws consists of a rope which is automatically rewound by a spring.
5. Rear hand protection – the rear hand protection is a shield located on the rear handle which protects the right
hand from a broken or derailed chain.
6. Front hand protection – this guard is associated with the chain brake mechanism.
7. Front handle – this handle is designed to provide support and control of the saw.
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8. Air filter – the air filter is attached to the carburettor and helps clean the air entering the carburettor. It is
imperative that the filter is kept in good condition free from holes or distortion (internal component not shown)
9. Spark arrestor muffler – mufflers on chainsaws are fitted to reduce the noise level of the exhaust, to allow
expansion and cooling of burnt gases before they reach the atmosphere. Spark arresters reduce the risk of fire.
10. Spikes or dogs – used to support the chainsaw against the timber or logs you are cutting. Acts as a fulcrum when
cutting large logs.
11. Guide bar – the guide bar is a grooved piece of metal which forms a track for the cutting chain.
12. Saw chain – the saw chain is the cutting mechanism of the chainsaw
13. Fuel and oil filter – the fuel and oil filters are attached to the end of an ‘all position’ pick up head in each tank.
The ‘all position’ head consists of a weighted filter attached to a flexible intake hose. The head always falls to the
lowest part of the tank. The filters prevent any impurities from contaminating the fuel and oil system.
14. Chain brake – the chain brake is a device which stops the chain in a split second should a kick-back occur. The
brake is activated by the hand contacting the guard in front of the front handle. Some chainsaws are produced
with an inertia automatic chain brake activated by the kick-back without the hand contacting the front handle.
15. Sprocket – the sprocket is attached to the clutch drum; it drives the cutting chain (internal component not
shown).
16. Vibration dampers – handles of most modern chainsaws are insulated with rubber dampers so that the
vibrations reaching the operator are reduced as a result, the operation of the chainsaw is less fatiguing and the
risk of vibration induced injury is lowered (internal components not shown.
17. Decompression button – some of the larger chainsaws are equipped with a decompression button which
reduces the compression of the motor, thus lowering the physical effort required to start the chainsaw
(generally located on the top or side of the power).
18. Side cover – the side cover holds the guide bar firmly in place, acts as a sprocket cover and deflects the wood
chips.
19. Chain catcher – the chain catcher is a pin located on the bottom of the chainsaw which helps reduce the
backward movement of the chain in the event of a chain breakage or derailing (internal component not shown).
20. Clutch – the clutch on a chainsaw operates by centrifugal force to provide drive to the chain (internal not shown)
21. Chain oiling mechanism – all chainsaws are fitted with a system for supplying the cutting chain with oil. The
mechanism consists of an oil reservoir and cap, oil cap, oil pump and suitable valves and connections to deliver
oil to the guide bar (internal not shown).
21. Decomposition Button

Components of a
Chainsaw
12. Saw chain

18. Side Cover
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Cutting Attachment
The cutting attachment is made up of three components:
Saw chain
Guide bar
Sprockets
Each has to be in top working condition to ensure that the saw can be used effectively. If any of these parts are worn
or not in top working order it will have an effect on other parts an increase wear and reduce their useful life.

Saw Chain
Saw chains, the first member of the cutting team, are designated to effectively and safely cut through timber as well
as reduce operator fatigue and the risk of kick-back. There are many different chain types, shapes and sized for
various operations and each have common features:
They need to be sharpened regularly and correctly
They need lubrication
They need to be tensioned correctly and regularly
The depth gauges need to be correctly set.

Chain Components

Cutter

Drive links

Tie Straps

Riveted Bearings

Cutters
This is the tooth or cutting attachment of the chain which has a sharpened top and side plate. A saw chain has both
left and right cutters. Each cutter has a top plate and side plate which are sharpened to a fine edge and regularly
need to be re-sharpened to keep the chain operating at top performance.
Top Plate

How a Cutter works
To control the amount of wood taken at one bite, each cutter has Side Plate
a finger-link projection at the front called a depth gauge.
The top plate feeds the cutter into the wood and the side plate severs the side
of the cutting track.
The working corner (intersection of top and side plates) severs the cross grain.
The base of each cutter has there areas, the toe, the heel and the notch.
The toe at the front and the heel at the rear slide on the guide bar.
The notch provides clearance to allow the centre link to rest between the teeth
and spur sprocket
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Drive Links
A tang is the part of the drive link on which the sprocket drives the chain.
The hook of the tang picks up oil and carries it along the bar for lubrication.
The hook also forms a scraper which keeps the bar groove clean. The tang,
by riding in the bar groove keeps the chain aligned on the bar.

Tie Straps
The tie strap is the connecting link between the cutter and the drive link as well as a spacing link between the
cutters.

Set
The amount of set decreases as the cutter top plate is worn backwards and the side plate slopes inwards towards
the rear of the cutter.
This is the reason why some well-worn chains will not successfully cut into thick heavy bark i.e. reduced amount of
set.

Bar gauge too
wide, chain
leans over

Chain gauge
Bar gauge

Kerf
This is the width of the cut made into the wood by the chain.

Note: Periodic Maintenance should be carried out on chainsaws every
weeks, or after approximately 80 hours of use.
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Gauge
This is the thickness of the tang of the drive link.

Thickness of
bottom
section of
drive link

Cutter Types
Most cutters fall into one of the three categories:

Round or Chipper Profile
Slow cutting, but stays sharper longer due to large cutting corner.

Square of Chisel Profile
Fast cutting, but has a fine cutting corner, easily blunted in abrasive cutting.

Semi-square or Semi Chisel
Compromise between round and square profiles.

Chain Designs
Standard Chain (Non-Safety)
Saw chains are designed to effectively and efficiently cut timber and reduce operator
fatigue. Standard early chain designs were efficient but had a higher risk of kick-back.

Safety Chain (Early ‘Reduced Kick-back Chain)
To further reduce the risk of kick-back, makers designed a ramp into the link strap
between the cutters. The purpose of the ramp was to ease the cutter’s depth gauge
over obstacles. This design is called a first generation safety chain.
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Modern Chainsaw
This type of chain offers the most effective kick-back protection.

Modern Low Kick-back Chain
This type of chain offers the most effective kick-back protection.

How a Cutter works
Understanding how cutters work can help you see why proper chain
maintenance is so important.
The depth gauge rides on the wood and controls the depth at which the
cutting corner bites in.

The cutting corner and side plate sever the cross grains. This is the hardest
part of the work.

Guide Bars
Guide bars are the second member of the cutting team and a great deal of work has also been done to reduce the
actual danger area on the guide bar tip. Standard hard tip bars have been replaced with a narrower profile sprocket
tip, thus reducing the kick-back danger area of the bar.

Types
Solid nose
Sprocket nose
Narrow profile sprocket nose bar

Solid Nose
As most of the friction between the guide bar and chain is generated at the tip of
the bar and most wear occurs there, the solid nose bar has a layer of hard wearing
stellite around the nose of the bar.
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Sprocket Nose
The sprocket nose bar is more successful than the other two types as it
retains the full profile of the hard nose bar and incorporates a sprocket
that lifts the chain off the bar as it goes around. The teeth of the sprocket
must be the same pitch as that of the chain. Advantages of sprocket nose
bars are that by reducing frictional losses more power is available for
cutting and the chain can be run tighter reducing wear on sprocket, bar
and chain.

Sprocket teeth

Narrow Profile Sprocket Nose Bar
This bar decreases the risk of kick-back by reducing the size of the danger area in
the upper quadrant of the nose. There are also fewer cutters in the danger area
at any one time. This design is not a consideration in large saws because the
shark nose tip is not efficient in the boring operation. Narrow profile sprocket
nose bars can be reversed to ‘even-out’ wear.

A further development along these lines is the narrow profile nose bars.

Guide Bar Maintenance
Keep the groove clean and maintain the clearance to the bottom of the chain drive links at 1mm (1/32 in)
Remove feathered or burred edges with a flat file
Check the oil holes regularly to ensure they are clean
Turn cutter bar daily to ensure even wear (except narrow profile nose bars)
Ensure chain entry point is properly funneled
Ensure the rails are even and run at right angles to the body of the guide bar
Lubricate sprocket bar tip with each tank fill.
Notes:
Guide Bar Grooves should be cleaned out
as part of the daily maintenance.
Checking the guide bar for damage or wear
is part of the periodic maintenance.
You should check and replace spark
plugs as part of the periodic
maintenance on the chainsaw.
You sharpen the chain as often as necessary,
this could be several times a day.
Removing burrs from the guide bar is done
as part of periodic maintenance.

Groove

Motor mount
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Guide Bar Trouble Shooting
Most guide bar problems can occur in the bar rails, and are caused by three things:
Incorrect chain tension
Lack of lubrication
Accidents or irregular operating techniques which pinch the rails or push the drive links sideways against the
bar rails.

Figure 3.22
Rails are spread or worn down,
groove becomes spread or shallow.

Outside of rails develop wire
edges

Shallow grooves and wire edges are the result of inadequate lubrication, improper tension or normal wear over
time. Use a flat file to square up the bar’s rails and remove wire edges promptly. Left alone, wire edges can break
off, chipping away good rail material.

Rail on One Side is Worn Low
A low rail is caused by one of two things: (a) crooked-cutting chain or (b) chain leaning over in worn groove. Replace
the bar. Replace the cabin continues to lean in the new bar.

Rails around the tip of solid nose bars show small cracks or broken out section

Bars Show Blue Discolouration
Pinched rails, lack of lubrication, or accidents and cutting techniques which push the drive links sideways in the
groove can create extreme friction which caused blue discoloration. Blue spots on rails are soft and will wear rapidly.
Replace the bar.
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Chipped Rails or Excessive Rail Wear
Heavy limb-ing, or loose chain tension can cause chopped rails or excessive rail wear just behind the hard ‘satellite’
alloy on solid-nose bars, or near the nose connection on replaceable-sprocket nose bars. Invert the bar on the saw
periodically to reduce such wear. If wear is extensive replace the bar.

Spread of Sprocket Nose Bar

Sprocket-nose bar can spread allowing loss of bar bearings. This is caused by frequent boring cuts, loose chain
tension, and accidents or irregular operating techniques which twist the nose or push the drive links sideways
against the nose’s rails.

Sprockets
Your drive sprocket, the third member of the cutting team, deserves regular attention and maintenance just like
your bar and chain, a misused sprocket will cause patterns of chain wear which can damage the guide bar and
reduce the life of all three components. A damaged sprocket cannot be repaired, it can only be inspected and
replaced.
Sprockets are attached to a clutch driven by the power head that pulls the saw chain around the guide bar. There are
two types of sprockets commonly used on chain saws, spur and rim.
Centre link tang sits
between
sprocket teeth
Chain rides on
sprocket teeth

Spur Sprockets
These sprockets have wide tooth faces which
engage the chains drive link tangs. The wide
teeth help align the chain with the lean in of
the guide bar.

Notes:
You should tension the chain as often as necessary (this could be several times a day.
You clean the air filter as part of the daily maintenance.
You should clean around the clutch and drive sprocket as often as necessary (this could be several times a
day).
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Rim Sprockets
Rim type sprockets have sprocket teeth mounted between two rims that support the tie straps and cutters. This
allows for the chain to run smoothly with reduced wear. The faces of the sprocket teeth engage the chain.
The rim sprocket is mounted onto the clutch drum and the spline allows the rim to self-align with the guide bar
groove.
Chain rides on rims

Sprocket Troubleshooting
Loose chain tension is the leading cause of sprocket problems. This chain tension is especially important when the
saw is tipped on its side and a loose chain (and rim-type sprocket, if used), will slide down and out of alignment with
the bar.
Do not run an old chain on a new sprocket, or a new chain on an old sprocket.
One worn inexpensive sprocket can rapidly damage an expensive chain and var. replace the sprocket every two
chains, or sooner, or use two new chains in rotation with each new sprocket so all can wear together.
Clean any build-up of sab or debris from a splined hub so the rim sprocket can float freely. Apply clean grease to the
clutch drum’s bearings each time the sprocket is removed.
Check the chain brakes action according to the instructions in your saw operator’s manual. Be sure the chain-brake
strap around your clutch drum is not too tight when the brake is not engaged, which can lead to clutch-drum
overheating and failure.
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Starting Chainsaws
Starting
There are two ways of starting a chainsaw:
On the ground
Between the knees
Drop starting a chainsaw is not permitted unless you are working on an elevated working platform where there is no
room.

On the Ground
The safest way of starting a chainsaw is on the ground. To
correctly start the saw (when cold), proceed as follows:
Step 1
find a clear area free of rocks and other objects
particularly near the tip of the guide bar and
ensure all personnel are clear of the area.
Step 2
set the controls according to the manufacturer’s
instructions for the saw you are using (press the
decompression button if fitted).
Step 3
apply the chain brake (check manufacturer’s
instruction book regarding starting with the chain
brake on).
Step 4
place the right foot through the rear handle. With
a straight arm, place your left hand on the front
handle (ensure your thumb is wrapped around the
handle).
Step 5
grip the starting rope handle and pull to take up
the slack.
Step 6
pull the starter rope with a quick pull to start the
engine.

Between the Knees
Step 1

set the controls according to the manufacturer’s
instructions for the saw you are using (press the
decompression button if fitted).

Step 2

apply the chain brake

Step 3

hold the chainsaw by the front handle with the left hand
(arm in a straight position) and the rear handle between
your knees.

Step 4

grip the starting rope handle and pull to take up the slack.

Step 5

pull the starter rope with a quick pull to start the engine.
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Chainsaw Maintenance
Powerhead Maintenance
Regular maintenance of the chainsaw is essential to ensure safety and efficiency.
It is operator’s responsibility to carry out a daily service on his/her saw before use. A more extensive service should
also be done once a fortnight fi the chainsaw is in constant use.
The right attitude towards servicing the chainsaw is important.
The following demonstrates a serious attitude:
Frequency – servicing on time.
Conscientious approach – willingness to look closely into all aspects of servicing.
Cleanliness – keeping utensils used for handling of fuel and oil clean.
Keeping the saw free from accumulation of saw dust/dirt, etc., particularly around the clutch/sprocket area and
the engines cooling fans.
Reporting – report deficiencies, defects, etc. promptly. If the saw is privately owned, repair the saw the moment
it becomes defective. Don’t operate the saw if any of its components become defective, particularly safety
components, e.g. If the chain is dull, the chain brake is defective or the mounts loose, etc.

Remember
Before commencing any servicing, manufacturer’s instruction manual should be consulted

Before using the Saw
Before using the chainsaw undertake the following maintenance procedures:
visual inspection of the complete machine (check for leaks)
Check control handle to ensure controls are working
Check chain tension
Check idle speed
Fill fuel and oil reservoirs
Check to see if the chain is being oiled.
On completion of the operation:
Wipe down or clean complete machine
Check and clean out cooling air vents
Inspect spark arrestor (see manufacturer’s instruction manual)
Clean out air filter
Clean guide bar and chain and sharpen cutters
Check to see if the chain is being oiled.
Note: Safety signs must be clearly legible and placed in positions, which will give sufficient warning of the
operations to anyone approaching the area, even when performing chainsaw maintenance.
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Maintenance, Repair and Storing
Use only approved replacement parts for maintenance and repair. Use of parts manufactured by others may
cause serious or fatal injury.
Follow the maintenance and repair instructions in the appropriate section of your owner’s manual. Never
operate a chainsaw that is damaged, improperly adjusted or not completely or securely assembled.
Check fuel filler cap for leaks at regular intervals. Use the specified spark plug, and make sure it and the ignition
lead are always in good condition.
Warning notes
Some manufacturers provide a spark arresting muffler on their chainsaw, which is designed to
reduce the risk of fire and hearing loss. Never operate a saw when the spark arresting screen is
missing from the muffler, or when the muffler is worn, damaged, missing or modified.

Remember that the risk of bushfires is greater n hot weather.
Never touch a hot muffler or a burn will result
Keep the chain, bar and sprocket clean, replace worn sprockets or chains.
Keep the chain sharp. A sharp saw chain will produce small chips when cutting. Over time these chips will reduce
to fine saw dust. Fine saw dust is an indicator that the chain is blunt. You can also spot a dull chain when you
have to apply force to the saw to make it cut.

keep the chain at proper tension. Tighten all nuts, bolts and screws after each use.
Store the chainsaw in a dry place. Before storing for longer than a few days, always empty the fuel tank.
Warning notes
Always stop the engine and ensure that the chain is stopped before making any adjustments,
maintenance or repair work, changing the saw chain or cleaning the saw. Do not attempt any
maintenance or repair work not described in your owner’s manual. Have such work performed at
your service shop only.

Chain Brake
Like an automobile brake, a chainsaw chain brake incurs wear each time it is engaged. The amount of wear will vary
depending up usage, conditions under which the saw is used another factors. Excessive wear will reduce the
effectiveness of the chain brake and can render it inoperable. For the proper and effective operation of the chain
brake, the brake band and clutch drum must be kept free of dirt, grease and other foreign matter which may reduce
friction of the band on the drum.
For these reasons, each chainsaw should be returned to trained personnel such as your servicing dealer for periodic
inspection and servicing of the brake system according to the schedule in the owner’s manual.
The chainsaw should also be returned immediately for maintenance whenever the brake system cannot be
thoroughly cleaned or there is a change in its operating characteristics.
Warning notes
In order for the chain brake on your chainsaw to properly perform its function of reducing the risk of
kick-back and other injuries, it must be properly maintained.
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Saw Chain Sharpening
Common Filing Angles

Round

Semi-square

Square

Top plate filing angle

30°

30°

30°

Side plate angle

90°

90°

80°

Tilt

Nil

Nil

nil

Chain Sharpening
Chain should be sharpened when:
The chainsaw requires undue force to make it cut
Saw dust consists of find powder
Chainsaw starts to dish or run off in the cut
Always use the correct diameter file for the particular chain. File diameter is governed by the chain’s pitch.

Remember
Sharpening jigs are available to assist in keeping teeth uniform length and at the correct angle.

Chain Pitch

File diameter

0.325

3/14” to 5/32 (4.5mm)

3/8”

7/32” to 3/16 “ (5.5mm or 4.8mm)

0.404

7/32” (5.5mm)

Generally the larger diameter file is used until the cutter is half worn then the smaller diameter file is used.
Points to remember when filing:
File using a full length stroke.
The art of sharpening is the ‘hone’ rather than to remove a lot of metal.
Don’t attempt to sharpen an oily chain. Cut some dry wood to clear oil from chain.
File a little often rather than a lot occasionally.
Cutters should be filed from inside to outside.
Don’t use any tilt on square or semi-square profile cutter if the guide bar rails are slightly spread (the chain
will tilt).
Keep cutters equal in length and angles. Failure to do so will cause uneven cutting (running off), chain
chatter and excessive vibration.
When using a file guide, ensure that the guide rests both on the top plate and depth gauge.
Sharpen with saw firmly positioned.
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Depth Gauge Setting
Depth of gauge is critical to the performance of the chain.
Depth gauge too low
Chain grabs, binds easily, chatters and leads to rapid guide bar
wear.
Depth gauge too high

Chain loses self-feeding characteristics and extra pressure is
required to get the chain to cut. Leads to rapid wear on all
components.

Uneven depth gauge setting

Gives excessive vibration and chain chatter.

Check depth gauges every third or fourth sharpen. In order to maintain
maximum performances throughout the entire life of the chain, the depth
gauges must be lowered progressively as the cutter’s length is reduced.

Leading edge of depth gauge must always be rounded. Prevents cutters
from burrowing into the wood when boring, thus reducing kick-back.
Depth gauge setting is various depending upon chain type, saw power
and wood to be cut.

How to Sharpen a Chainsaw
A dull chainsaw blade can cause burning and buckling while sawing through wood, and it’s a slow and dangerous way
to cut. Here are some lessons on sharpening a chainsaw from The Family Handyman expert, Bob Tacke:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Things you’ll need:
A pair of gloves and a filing kit made for chainsaws, which are available outdoor power equipment stores.
Engage the chain brake and lightly clamp the bar in a vice.
Place the guide between the rivets on the chain, with the arrows on the guide pointing toward the nose of the
bar.
Follow the angle of the top plate of the cutter; the rollers on the guide keep you from going too deep into the
side plate of the cutter.
Use steady, even strokes with the file – 2 or 3 strokes until the face of the cutter is shiny silver.
After sharpening a couple of the cutters, release the chain brake and rotate the chain forward to expose more
cutters to sharpen. Then reset the brake.
When you’re done sharpening the cutters on one side of the chain, flip the chainsaw around so you can sharpen
the cutters on the other side of the chain.
Use the depth gauge tool and file to adjust the height of the depth gauges on the chain. If the depth gauges are
too high, the cutters can’t reach the wood.
Re-sharpen your chain every time you refill your chainsaw with fuel.
Keep your chain out of the dirt when cutting or it will dull quickly.0:00
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Sharpening a Chainsaw isn’t Scary
A chain saw’s nasty-looking cutters can scare you into thinking you can't sharpen the saw yourself. But in about 10
minutes, with the help of a couple of inexpensive files and guides, you can transform your slow-cutting chain saw
into a firewood-cutting ninja. You can sharpen the chain right on the saw and right by the wood you're cutting. Do it
often and you'll get years of sharp cutting life from your chain.

When to Sharpen
Check the waste material from your saw cuts. Dust means it’s time
to sharpen. Chips indicate that the cutters are sharp.
A sharp chain cuts well with very little force on the bar, while a dull
chain tends to ride in the cut without deepening it. If you're forcing
the saw to persuade it to cut, the chain is dull and needs
sharpening. Also, when the chain spits out dust instead of chips
(Photo 1), it's time to grab a round file and sharpen the cutters. A
dull chain is dangerous—it greatly increases the chances of
kickback. The chain is more likely to catch in the material and
propel the bar up toward the operator. (Read Using a Chain Saw
Safely, link for more information)

Photo 1: Check the waste to tell if it's time to sharpen

Chain Anatomy
Inspect the cutters (saw teeth) on your chain loop. The semicircular
cutting edges can be quickly sharpened and reshaped with a round file.
A depth-gauge fin in front of each cutter controls how deep the cutter
bites into the wood. The angles ground on the cutters alternate
between left and right to keep the saw cutting straight.
The cutters on a chain have semicircular cutting edges in specific
diameters; to sharpen them, use a round file of the same diameter
(Photos 2 and 3). In front of each cutter is a “depth gauge,” a piece of
metal shaped like a shark fin. The depth gauge’s tip is a hair shorter
than the tip of the cutter and controls how deep the cutter can bite.
After repeated sharpenings, the cutters can become level with the
Photo 2: The three parts of the blade that get sharpened
depth gauges—and keep the saw from cutting. It’s easy to lower the
depth gauges to the right height with a flat file and file guide (Photo 6).
Sharpening is easy if the cutters have dulled from normal use. If the cutters are nicked badly from accidental contact
with rocks, dirt or objects embedded in trees, you may need to have the chain professionally sharpened or buy a
new one.

Tools for Sharpening
Buy four tools for freehand sharpening: a round file with file guide to
sharpen the cutters, and a flat file with a depth-gauge guide for
lowering the depth gauges. Don’t use a rattail file on your cutters!
A round file that matches the cutter diameter (Photo 3). Popular
diameters for medium-duty chain saws are 5/32, 3/16 and 7/32 in.
Check the owner's manual for your saw's requirements, or use the
chain identification number stamped on the drive link (Photo 2).
Small-engine dealers and hardware stores have charts to match
this number with the right file diameter.
Photo 3: Tools to get – and not to get
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Caution: Don't use a standard rattail file for sharpening. Its tapered diameter and coarse teeth will ruin your chain's
cutters.
A file guide. It holds the round file at a uniform depth as you sharpen each cutter.
A flat file and gauge for occasional resetting of the depth gauges.

Fig. A: File at the right angles
First, mount your round file (it's the right size, right? And no
rattail files) in the file guide. Then hold the file at a 30- or 35degree angle (check your saw's cutters) to the bar horizontally
and at a right angle vertically. Now start filing. Count your
strokes, and use the same number of strokes on each cutter.

Sharpening by Hand

Photo 4: Stroke away from your body

Make outward strokes from your body with the file at 30 or 35
degrees to the bar. The file guide helps you file all cutters to the
same depth and shape. Cut a slot in a log to hold the saw bar while
sharpening.
As you work, you'll need to advance the chain after sharpening
every five or six cutters. Wear gloves for this. However, while filing
the cutters, you may find you have a better “feel” for the contact
between the file and cutter if you work barehanded.
Cut a 2-in. deep kerf in a log and rest the saw bar in it to secure it
while sharpening. Place the file and file guide into a cutter on the
top and near the end of the bar; mark the top of this cutter with a
felt-tipped pen to indicate where you began sharpening. Line up
the file with the factory-ground angle on the cutter. This is almost
always 30 or 35 degrees. Most file guides have 30- and 35-degree
angles etched on their upper side to help you preserve the angle as
you file.

Make a stroke, maintaining the proper angle on the cutter, parallel to the ground and away from your body. You'll
feel the guide riding on top of the cutter and depth gauge. The first couple of strokes on a dull cutter may vibrate
your hand a little. Make five or six outward strokes, and then stop. When you feel a burr along the cutter's outer
edge, the cutter is sharp.
The cutting angles on the cutters reverse direction every other tooth, so skip a cutter and file the next one the same
number of strokes as the first. Always file so the burr is formed on the outside edge of the cutter. After you sharpen
five or six cutters, put on gloves and pull the chain along the bar to expose the next batch of cutters. Continue
sharpening cutters until you reach the one you marked, then move to the other side of the saw bar and sharpen the
opposite-angled cutters, again using the same number of strokes per cutter.
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Filling Depth Gauges
Check the height of the depth gauges with the filing guide each time you
sharpen. When they protrude above the guide, file them flush with a flat
file.
Check the height of the depth-gauge fins in front of the cutters with the
depth-gauge guide (Photo 5). The gauge rests on the cutters and a slotted
ledge on each end straddles the depth-gauge fin. If the fin is higher than the
ledge on the guide, file it lightly with the flat file. Don't use extra muscle
when filing the depth gauges, or you'll file away some of the ledge on the
guide and it won't read accurately.

Old Saws on Sharpening Chain Saws
If your saw pulls to the side when cutting, it's because the cutters on that side are sharper than those on the
other side. To keep your saw cutting in a straight line, be a fanatic about filing each cutter with the same number
of strokes and the same amount of pressure.
Cutters can be sharpened up to 10 times or more before the chain needs replacing. If your cutters are worn
unevenly after a few sharpenings, a professional can regrind them to uniform shape.
If you use the same chain for a few years, then buy a new one, the new one won't mesh smoothly with the
sprocket and bar. It'll cause rougher cutting and faster wear on the saw. Bob Tacke, chain saw expert, advises:
“Buy two extra chains and switch off among the three occasionally. This way all the components of the cutting
train—bar, sprockets and chains—will fit together and prolong the life of your saw.”
File guides that clamp to the bar will ensure that you file the same angle on each cutter. They take a little longer
to use, but they restore the cutting edge to the exact factory-ground angle, so there's less chance you'll need to
have your chain reground by a professional sharpener.
When in doubt, take your chain to a pro. A pro will use a power sharpener that resembles a mini-compound
miter saw to precisely regrind each cutter to a uniform depth and cutting angle.

Tools & Materials
Required Tools For This Project
Have the necessary tools for this DIY project lined up before you start—you’ll save time and frustration.
Depth gauge guide for sharpening chain saw blades
Dremel tool
Dremel tool blade sharpening kit No. A679-02
File guide for sharpening chain saw blades
Flat file
Round file

Steps to Replace a Chainsaw Chain
Other chainsaw designs may be a little different than that of the chainsaw we use here as an example, but chainsaw
designs are similar enough for the steps in this article to help most chainsaw owners regardless of the model they
own.
The only tool needed for this repair is the scwrench that most likely came with your chainsaw. Otherwise, a flat head
screwdriver and a socket wrench will do just fine.
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Remove the Old Chainsaw Chain
1. Remove the guide bar side panel
This side plate on most chainsaws will most likely be held on by two nuts.

Using the scwrench or wrench, unscrew the nuts and remove the plate to access the chain.

A chainsaw’s brake is sometimes attached to the guide bar side plate, like the chainsaw in our example.
If your chainsaw’s brake is attached to its side plate, make sure to unlock the brake before removing sprocket the
plate. Removing the side plate with the brake in the locked position can make it difficult or impossible to reinstall.

2. Release the chain tension
The old chain is ready to be removed now that the sprocket plate is off of the saw. Pull the nose of the chainsaw's
bar away from the chainsaw to release it from the tensioner.
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3. Remove the old chainsaw chain
The chain will easily remove from the guide bar with all that slack in it.

Pull the drive links out of the guide bar and slip the other end of the chain around the clutch drum.

Steps to Install a New Chainsaw Chain
4. Loosen the tensioning screw
Locate the tensioning screw on the inside side of the guide bar and loosen it a little. This will make installing the new
chain easier.

5. Thread the new chain onto the saw
Carefully thread your new or recently sharpened chainsaw chain around the chainsaw's clutch drum, making sure
that the drive links engage in the sprocket.

Thread the rest of the drive links into the guide bar and around its nose.
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6. Align the guide bar
With the chain properly threaded along the clutch drum and guide bar, put some tension into it by pulling on the
nose of the guide bar away from the chainsaw.

While pulling the guide bar, make sure to seat it onto the saw's adjustment pin.

7. Replace the side plate
The side plate is ready to go back on as long as the guide bar is properly positioned beneath.
Replace the plate and the nuts that hold it into position, but do not tighten the nuts down all the way yet. The
guide bar must be allowed to move a little while the chain is tightened to the correct tension.

8. Tighten the chain to the correct tension.
Use the tensioning screw to the side of the guide bar to adjust the tension on
the chainsaw chain.

To read about correct chainsaw chain tension, see our article: How to Tighten
a Chainsaw Chain.

9. Finish tightening the side plate nuts
The chainsaw chain replacement is now complete.
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Breaking in a New Chain
It is important to take care to progressively ‘break-in’ a new chain to ensure it will be capable of maintaining a
tension throughout its life.
The main concern in ‘break-in’ is lubrication.
Procedure:
Tension new chain normally.
Pump or pour oil onto chain.
Run chain at ½ throttle for 2 to 3 minutes (no load) maintaining a liberal supply of oil on chain.
Stop saw and allow to cool – re-tension if necessary.
Cut for 2-3 minutes at ½ throttle
Stop saw and allow to cool – re-tension if necessary.
Chain ready for use.
Remember
Never re-tension a very hot chain and leave overnight. Contraction could bend the
crankshaft.

Saw Chain Tensioning
Never tension your chain right after cutting as a chain that has been tensioned while hot can cool and shrink. This
will cause the chain tension to be too tight and possibly bend the crank shaft.
Before undertaking any adjustment, turn the engine off and let the chain cool first.
Adjust tension as follows:

Solid Nose Guide Bar
Loosen bar-mounting nuts on the side of your saw.
Pull the bar nose up, and keep it up as your adjust tension.
Turn your saw’s tension – adjustment screw until the bottoms of the lowest tie straps and cutter come up and
just touch the bottom of the bar rail.
While still holding the nose up, tighten you saw’s rear bar-mounting nut first, then tighten the front mounting
nut.

Sprocket Nose Guide Bar
Loosen bar-mounting nuts on the side of your saw.
Pull the bar nose upon, and keep it up as you adjust tension.
Tension must be tighter on a sprocket-nose bar than on a solid-nose bar.
While still holding the nose up, tighten your saw’s rear bar-mounting nut first, then tighten the front mounting
nut.
Remember
Turn you saws tension-adjustment screw until the bottoms of the lowest tie straps and cutters come up and
solidly contact the bottom of the bar rail. Then add an additional ¼ turn of the adjustment screw.

Note: If you are unsure about a particular maintenance to a chainsaw, or concerned for yourself and others, you
should always talk to your supervisor.
Communication with your spotter / traffic controller (where applicable) during chainsaw operations is best made
with hand signals due to the noise of the chainsaw.
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Clean Up / Waste Management
Waste and clean-up management may include taking steps to use environmentally-friendly materials (including
recycled materials). It also includes implementing methods of sorting waste into categories for recycling and correct
disposal.
The waste/clean-up management plan will outline:
Disposal of site waste materials and rubbish;
Recycling waste materials; and
Re-use of waste materials.

After completing chainsaw
maintenance, you should
clean all tools and equipment,
dispose of rubbish and
recycling materials as per
organisational procedures and
environmental procedures.

Environmental care procedures are an important part of every operator’s responsibilities.
You’re probably aware that fuel, oil and cleaning fluids can be very damaging to the
environment if they’re allowed to escape. That’s why you need to take care when you’re
handling them. Guidelines on what to do when there is no clear plan for waste materials on
site:
Store all fluids in approved containers, with the lids firmly sealed when you’re not using
them.
Use a container with a good spout or use a funnel when you’re filling up the fuel and
oil reservoirs, so you don’t spill any while you’re pouring. This container takes fuel on
one side and oil on the other.
Make sure you dispose of hazardous liquids properly.
Don’t tip them on the ground or pour them down the sink or into a stormwater drain.
This is how creeks and rivers get contaminated, and it can have a devastating effect
on the local plant and animal life.
Have them taken to a waste disposal depot.
If your worksite has a trade waste disposal system, you can pour the liquids straight
into the trade waste drain, because it will be treated and disposed of properly.
On a general safety note, you should also remember that oil, fuel and cleaning liquids can
cause Dermatitis and other conditions including skin cancer, so you should always be careful
to wash the liquid off straight away if you do get any on your skin. If you find yourself coming
into regular contact with these substances, make sure that you wear gloves while you’re
using them.

Reporting and Record Keeping
Make sure you record any action you’ve taken and talk to your supervisor (including notifying your supervisor and
appropriate personnel of work completion) and OHS/WHS officer about the control strategies in place.
Reports and records could include:
Risk assessment reports;
Hazard and Incident reports;
Handover Certificates and Job Completion Records;
Fault Finding and Maintenance Reports and Records;
Job Safety Analysis (JSA); and
Safe Work Method Statements (SWMS).
Trimming Activities Records
Keeping records is important as they can help ensure that any risk management activities are traceable. Records
also provide a basis for improving methods and tools in the risk management process, as well as improving the
overall process.
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Appendix A: Terminology
Bind – Refers to the tension and compression
relationship in a log. If wood in compression is cut last
then the log may bind and the saw may jam.
Boring – Using the saw to ‘bore’ (cut) a hole into a
tree or piece of timber.
Chain brake – A device activated by the operator’s
hand or by inertia to stop rotation of the chain in a
‘kick-back’ situation.
Cross cutting – Usually refers to operations that
involve cutting across the grain of the timber of trees
that are not free-standing (i.e. fallen trees)
Cutting attachment – The combination of the guide
bar, the sprocket and the saw chain are referred to as
the cutting attachment.

Kerf – This is the width of the cut made into the wood
by the chain.
Kick back – An uncontrolled sudden upward or
backward motion of the guide bar which may occur
when the moving saw chain, particularly towards the
nose of the bar, contacts an obstacle that it cannot
cut through.
Limb-ing – Cutting branches off a felled or standing
tree.
Power head – The motor of the chainsaw.
Ripping – Cutting wood fibre along the grain of the
wood.

Cutters – This is the tooth or cutting attachment of
the chain which has a sharpened top and side plate.

Scarf – A wedge which is cut out of the tree to direct it
in the desired line of fall. It controls the tree allowing
a smooth, steady fall. It also serves as a means of
breaking the holding wood.

Defect – Any irregularity in the tree, such as hollow
areas, burnt out areas, rotten areas, etc.

Sprocket – The sprocket is the chain drive gear that
pulls the chain around the bar.

Guide bar - This is the bar which guides and supports
the saw chain.

Stag – A tree that has had its centre burnt out or that
has some other major defect.

Hangers – Broken branches left lodged in a tree.

Widow maker – A tree branch or other hazard that
may fall and injure an operator or other persons

Hang-Ups – Trees that have lodged together after
falling.
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Appendix B: ARC Basic Life Support Poster
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Appendix C: Safe Work Method Statement Template Example

SWMS Name

SWMS Created By

SWMS
Summary

Company / Contractor Details

Date of Creation

/

/

Last Review Date

/

/

Project Details

Name

Client

ABN

Contact Name

Address

Site Address

Contact No#

Contact No#

Email

Start Date

How to complete this SWMS
1 CONSULT

Consult with all persons who will be involved in the completion of the work.

2 LIST

List each of the steps in the task work being done.

3 IDENTIFY

Describe the health and safety hazards and risks arising from each step in the work.

4 RISK ASSESSMENT

Review the level of risk associated with each hazard listed.

5 CONTROL

Describe how the risks will be controlled, and describe what hazard control measures will be put in place.

6 RESPONSIBILITY

Allocate a person to be responsible for the hazard control measure.

7 REVIEW

Review the effectiveness of the control measures and apply further hazard control.

Training / Qualifications
required to carry out work
PPE required to carry out
work
Are all workers adequately trained and qualified?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Legislation, Australian
Standards & Codes of
Practice relevant to work
Equipment required to carry
out work
Environmental
Statement
Safety Checks required prior
to commencement of work
Coordination with other
Trades
Permits required for
commencement of work
Have these permits been acquired?
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Safe Work Method Statement (continued)
Use this table to determine the level of risk associated with an identified hazard.
CONSEQUENCE
LIKELIHOOD

Moderate

Major

Severe

First Aid Required

Medical Attention and
Time Off Work

Long Term Illness or
Serious Injury

Kill or Cause Permanent
Disability or Illness

Minor

Insignificant

Almost Certain

M

H

H

VH

VH

Likely

M

M

H

H

VH

Possible

L

M

H

H

VH

Unlikely

L

L

M

M

H

Rare

L

L

M

M

M

RISK LEVEL ACTION
VERY
HIGH

Act immediately:
The proposed task or process activity must not proceed. Steps must be taken to lower the risk level to as low as reasonably practicable using the
hierarchy of risk controls.
Act today:
The proposed activity can only proceed, provided that:
The risk level has been reduced to as low as reasonably practicable using the hierarchy of risk controls.

HIGH

The risk controls must include those identified in legislation, Australian Standards, Codes of Practice etc.
The risk assessment has been reviewed and approved by the Supervisor.
A Safe Working Procedure or Safe Work Method has been prepared.
The supervisor must review and document the effectiveness of the implemented risk controls.
Act this week:
The proposed task or process can proceed, provided that:

MEDIUM

The risk level has been reduced to as low as reasonably practicable using the hierarchy of risk controls.
The risk assessment has been reviewed and approved by the Supervisor.
A Safe Working Procedure or Safe Work Method has been prepared.

LOW

Act this month:
Managed by local documented routine procedures, which must include application of the hierarchy of controls.

Work Step
Work your way through each step
in the work process, giving a brief
description of what is required at
each stage.
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Safe Work Method Statement (continued)
Work Step
Work your way through each step
in the work process, giving a brief
description of what is required at
each stage.

Associated /
Identified Hazards
What hazards can be identified for
this step?

Risk
Level

Hazard Controls

Revised
Risk Level

Person Responsible

(L, M, H, VH)

(L, M, H, VH)
What is the
risk level?

What hazards controls will be put into place to
deal with the identified hazards for this step?

Has the risk
been
reduced?

Who is responsible for carrying out
the work and maintaining the hazard
controls?

PERSONNEL / WORKER SIGNOFF
All personnel/workers required to carry out this task need to be listed below. By signing this SWMS, each person declares that they have carefully read the
SWMS and that they understand their responsibilities and requirements to complete the work.

Name (please print)

Position / Qualification

Signature

Date

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

SENIOR MANAGEMENT SIGNOFF
Does this SWMS meet the necessary safety requirements?
Does this SWMS require review? (Review Date

/

/

)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Additional Comments

Name (please print)

Position / Qualification

Signature

Date

/
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Appendix D: Job Safety Analysis Template Example
JSA Number

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS / RISK ASSESSMENT

Company Civil Safety

Date
Standard procedure
reference(s)

Work Location

Job Description

Name & Signature of
Supervisor

DATE

Special Items / Equipment
Required (e.g. Lifting gear,
scaffold).

Is a permit required
for:
(please tick)

Machinery
Operation

Manual
Handling

Excavation
Trenching

Electrical
Equipment

Is ENERGY ISOLATION required for this activity?

Yes / No

If YES, identify the
energies

Is a SDS required for this activity?

Yes / No

If YES, identify the
hazardous substance

Confined
Space Entry

Work at
Heights

Hot Work

THIS JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS / RISK ASSESSMENT HAS BEEN PREPARED BY THE FOLLOWING PERSONS LISTED BELOW
NAME

SIGNATURE
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Tasks to be carried out
(Job break down)

Potential hazards identified
for the task

Risk level
C

L

R

Control measures and
actions to manage that
hazard

Risk level
C

L

R

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS / RISK ASSESSMENT CONFIRMATION
Civil Safety Site
Supervisor Approval

Signature

Date

………./………./20……….

JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS / RISK ASSESSMENT REVIEW PROCESS
On reviewing this JSA, what changes have been made to the job description – and what alterations could be introduced to the job; which would result
in a safer and more effective performance of the stated duties? Please list your suggestions below.
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Date

………./………./20……….

Date

………./………./20……….

Date

………./………./20……….

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Appendix E: Maintenance Checklists

CHAINSAW
Daily Maintenance Check List
1. Pre-Start Checklist:
1.

Clean the outside of the machine. Check that nuts and screws are tight.

2.

Check air filter and clean if necessary.

3.

Check the chain brake operates and chain catcher is undamaged.

4.

Remove bar.

5.

Check / clean the bar groove and oil hole in the bar.

6.

If applicable, grease sprocket tip.

7.

Check the drive sprocket for excessive wear and report if necessary.

8.

Check the saw chain for damage or wear.

9.

Refit bar upside down.

10. Refit and tension chain.
11. Sharpen or replace chain as required.
12. Fill fuel and oil tanks ensuring no leaks are evident.
2. Operational Checks:
1.

Check that the stop switch works correctly.

2.

Check oil flow prior to first cut.

3.

Constantly monitor chain sharpness and tension. Sharpen and tension as needed.

3. Post-Operative Maintenance:
1.

Clean and inspect machine.

2.

Remove guide bar and chain and clean area around clutch drum.

3.

Refit bar and chain and correctly tension.

4.

Clean work area and report any faults found.

5.

Store Saw in a clean, dry environment.

4. Chain Specific:
1.

Inspecting and adjusting chain.

2.

Inspecting and replacing chain that is worn, damaged or incorrectly sharpened.

3.

Sharpening chain types and setting of depth gauges.

Comments:
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CHAINSAW
Periodic Maintenance Check List
1. Periodic Service Requirements:
1.

Replacing drive sprocket.

2.

Cleaning or replacing and setting spark plug.

3.

Checking and replacing fuel filter.

4.

Checking chain brake, oil system, flywheel assembly, anti-vibration system, muffler and spark
arrestor.

5.

Inspecting and replacing starter cord and starter spring.

6.

Matching pitches and gauges of cutting components.

7.

Dressing and cleaning cutter bar.

8.

Cleaning fly wheel.

9.

Removing and cleaning exhaust and fire screen.

Comments:
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